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ABSTRACT

Work is reported on the development of superconducting tokamak

poloidal field system (TPFS) program- Progress is discussed on the

design of the 20 MJ, 50 kA, 7.5 T superconducting pulsed energy

storage coil to be operated in a bipolar mode from +7.5 T to -7.5 T

in an energy transfer period of 1.5 to 5 s in 1982 followed by

extensive cyclic testing. The facility to conduct the tests uses a

traction motor energy transfer system and a nonconducting dewar.

Status of the hardware development for the TPFS program is presented.

Current interrupter development and testing for protection and energy

transfer circuits are also presented. The 400 kJ METS coil test

results are given.



A. SUMMARY

The principal goal of the group continues to

be the development of superconducting tokamak

poloidal field systems (TPFS). The major object

of the program Is to provide a feasibility demon-

stration of 50 k.L, 20 MJ, 7.5 T superconducting

pulsed energy storage coil operated in a 1 to 2 s

bipolar mode from -;-7.5 T to -7.5 T by late 1982.

Major accomplishments are briefly summarized here

and certiiin specific accomplishments are listed

even more briefly.

Ihe 20 MJ superconducting col] design was

completed with a successful design review. The

contract for manufacturing the coil has been

negotiated with Westinghouse Electric Corporation

(W) and a subcontract, to be assigned to the Los

Alamos National Laboratory (LA), has been set in

place with Intermagnetics General Corporation

(IGC) to make the 50 kA superconducting cable.

Prototype 50 kA superconducting cable was

made by IGC. This was successfully tested at the

Lawrence Livermore Laboratory and found to have a

stability limit of 66 kA at 7.5 T. Loss measure-

ments on the conductor meet design requirements.

Helium vapor cooled, 50 kA electrical leads

to connect from the bus to the 20 MJ coil In the

dewar have been designed.

A nonconducting, glass fiber reinforced epoxy

dewar to hold the 20 MJ coll was designed for

engineering specifications and an RFQ was issued.

Bid responses are being evaluated.

A large effort was directed toward design of

the energy transfer system to test the 20 MJ coll.

Several circuit variations were considered and the

performance of the traction motor array to act as

an electromechanical capacitor was analyzed with

the necessary switching elements in the circuit to

predict transients.

Extensive testing of the traction motors has

been undertaken to fix their pulsed performance

limitations. Sixteen traction motors have been

obtained. The method of mounting the traction

motors has been devised, and the flywheels are

designed with the radius to be fixed by the exact

number of motors finally chosen for the energy

transfer system.

The control system for the 20 MJ coil test

facility has been considered in detail, and the

integrated operations of all major subsystems has

been developed.

Technical assistance has been provided to the

ETF Design Center and to the INTOR studies being

conducted by the US. Computational efforts have

been directed to study plasma startup and disrup-

tion In the presence of active and passive con-

ducting structural components. For the Fusion

Engineering Device (FED) resistive blip coils and

magnetic field penetration were studied.

Specific accomplishments are as follows.

1. A power supply for the traction motors'

field windings has been obtained and is being

renovated. An additional supply will be needed if

more than 16 traction motors are used.

2. The pulsed 50 kA bus to run from the

traction motors to the main bus to the 20 MJ coil

has been designed.

3. An RFQ has been issued for the main 50 kA

circuit breaker and the switch elements to be uspd

in the bypass switch assemblies.

4. A conceptual design and engineering cost

study were completed for a wooden shed to house

the 20 MJ coil.

5. The 3 MW, 100 kA/30 V, 50 kA/60 V power

supply was installed. The LOO kA bus run into

building SM 253 was also installed.

6. Some difficulties have been encountered

with piston rod and shaft seal wear on the 700 W,

4.5 K helium refrigerator. An expanded gas

recovery system Is planned for installation in the

refrigerator system. An RFQ has been issued to

purchase vacuum jacketed transfer lines to run

from the refrigerator cold box to the 20 MJ coil

test area.

7. The LCP protective dump circuit for

testing the CRNL 25 kA current interrupters In the

LA 2 MJ switch test facility is nearly complete-



8. Vacuum Interrupters with water cooled

contacts designed by LA and made by W are to be

tested to determine how much the steady state cur-

rent can be enhanced.

9. A dissertation treating the theory of the

arc discharge in air blast breakers was completed

by Vogel.

10. A 7 T loss measurement apparatus to

determine superconducting wire losses in a few

second bipolar operation was completed.

11. The METS program was brought to a

conclusion with both fast and slow mode energy

transfers being run on the coil designed with

mixed matrix conductor to operate up to 25 kA and

400 kJ of scored energy. The coil performance did

not meet design specifications.

12. Analytical studies and experimental meas-

urements indicate capacitive effects can generate

high voltages for some transients.

13. A literature survey shows that data on

electrical properties of irradiated dielectric

materials in a radiation field in a cryogenic

environment must be nonexistent.

B. 7.5 T, 20 MJ SUPERCONDUCTING TPFS COIL

1. 20 MJ Coil Design and Manufacture. A proto-

type energy storage coil is to be built and tested

to demonstrate feasibility of using supercon-

ducting coils for induction of current in the

plasma of tokamak fusion device. A 20 MJ coil to

operate in a reversible manner from +7.5 T to

-7.5 T in a bipolar energy transfer in 1 to 2 s

was chosen as the smallest size that could be

scaled to an intermediate size or large 1 to 2 GJ

system. A current of 50 kA was chosen as the

highest practical operating level for a pulsed

superconducting coil and for the necessary

attendant tokamak electrical power system. A

design contract was issued to W for the supercon-

ducting coil and IGC was selected to make the

50 kA superconducting cable.

A final review of the design of the 20 MJ

coil was held at the Westinghouse Research

Laboratory in February. The design was accepted,

and W was instructed to move into the

manufacturing phase.

CTR-9 has begun detailed drawings which

define the interfaces between the 20 MJ coil and

the devar, electrical lead, and refrigeration

systems. Agreement has been reached on the

locations of mounting pins and rings on the center

post and bolt patterns for the electrical lead

connection?. W has been supplied with relevant

drawings. The contract for manufacturing the coil

has been negotiated with W with a subcontract for

IGC to traKe the 50 kA superconducting cable. The

IGC subcontract is to be assigned to LA to effect

a substantial cost saving. The FY 31 schedule of

work with the current level of funding will enable

W to complete the verification tests and build all

the coil assembly fixtures and will enable IGC to

order the material, assemble 15 extrusion billets,

and make the trial length of cable.

2. Prototype 50 kA Conductor Development. IGL

completed fabrication of 1980 m of 0.204 cm diam

prototype strand and the subsequent 1 m full scale

prototype 50 kA cable shown in Fig. 1. Table I

gives the parameters for the prototype strand of

Fig. 2 and the 20 MJ coil strand design, which

will have a lower loss. Table II gives tne

parameters for the prototype 50 kA cable. Energy

loss measurements have been made on the prototype

strand. Stability measurements were made on the

strand, the first level subcable, and the full

cable made with the prototype strand. Critical

current measurements made on the prototype strand

are given in Table III.

LJ self field is neglected, this measurement

extrapolates to a full cable critical current at

7.5 T and 4.5 K of 70,000 A.

a. Biergy Losses. Energy loss measurements

were made on the prototype strand with various

twist pitch lengths and etched configurations.

The objective was to determine the distribution of



Metallic radius, rg

With Insulation, r^
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CONDUCTOR STRAND DESCRIPTION
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Fig. 1. Prototype 50 kA cable.

the losses as a function of the various components

of the conductor and to verify the reduction in

losses with reduced twist pitch length. To reduce

the losses in the 20 MJ coll the twist pitch

Fig. 2. Prototype cable, Individual
wire strand cross section-

length was reduced to four times the wire

diameter. This pitch length produced no apparent

degradation of the critical current or the

electrical conduction in the stabilizer.



TABLE II

CABLE AND SUBCABLE DESCRIPTION

Overall Cable

Cable dimensions, cm 1.55 x 12.32

Number of subcables , N 36

Mandrel core ma te r i a l N i t ron ic 40

Mandrel s i z e with i n s u l a t i o n , cm 0.229 x 10.21

Pitch length and sense, cm 65 (R. H.)

Subcable

Number of NbTi 3tranr1s

Subcable diam, cm

Insulated core strand diam, cm

Pitch length and sense

Core strand material

Insulation

Core strand insulation thickness, cm

6

0.635

0.224

4.95 (R.H.)

304 s. s.

Polyester amide-imide (Omegaa)

0.0025

aWestinghouse trademark.

TABLE III

STRAND CRITICAL CURRENT

Jr, A/cm
2 (1G)5

720

590

480

1.26

1.03

P. "4

Measurements made on the basic strand, a strand

etched to the copper nickel fins, and a strand

etched to the copper nickel ring confirmed that

the dominant dynamic loss was due to coupling cur-

rents within the core. The copper nickel ring

effectively diminished the coupling current losses

which occur in the outer copper sheath. The fins

significantly reduc the eddy current losses in

the outer copper dth. Calculated losses were

about 20% below measured losses. Extrapolation of

the measured losses to the 20 MJ coll gives a

predicted loss of 0.31% of the stored energy for a

1 s cosinusoldal bipolar swing from +7.5 T to

-7.5 T.

b. Stability Measurements. Stability meas-

urements to determine the cryostable limit of the

conductor were made on the prototype strand, bare

and insulated, a six around one subcable, and the

full prototype cable. A significant enhancement

in heat transfer occurred; and, consequently,

recovery current for the insulated compared to the

bare strand was higher. The respective heat

transfer rates were approximately 0.5 W/cm2

insulated and 0.3 W/cm2 bare. Comparison of the

results for the single strand and the six around

one subcable shows a loss of about 40% of the

available surface cooling area upon cabling. The

single strand and subcable were measured in a

totally open configuration.

The full 50 kA cable measurements were made

in the Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory High

Field Test Facility. The full cable was energized

with the subcables connected in series in a



b 1 f i.l ar marine r to avoid unwanted field contrlbu-

t ion to the background coil. Several subcables

were driven normal in the fuJ1 cabJe s:ability

t ost- Compari son of results for the isolated sub-

c able and the subcable in a three turn configura-

t ion, shown in Fig. 3, indicated there was no

i!oi;r,ifl;ii inn in the crynstable limit for the 50 kA

cable. The results extrapolate to a recovery cur-

rent of 66 kA at 7.5 T.

3- __ Tests to be Performed on the 20 MJ Coil to

SJ_niyJjite_Tokajnak_ Disruption and Startup Transients*

On" qtie.i L ion m m a inn i np, from the 20 MJ coil des ign

review was the poss ibi''ty of using the ohmic

lie a ting central solenoid to create a plasma

i ni tiat inn pi i lie with about 2^0 V f. T turn. 'this

r *.nah i 1 i t v for tlio coil had DP en abandoi.rd over a

y -.-a r -iy.'~>- NIJ vfrt heltvs.s , the nues t i on was rai sed

• i ,-;tir. -i.-. ••; rt-tiu 1 rpment - The RTF dcs ip.n center was

..nt'^t^u t • • resii];f the quest i on. The conr 1 us i on

r-.-h< :u'd w.'is t!i;a the plasma initial inn is not a

:' ;n ft i on fur tin- uhm i r heat i ni< coi 1 set and t hat

: : t- dfs i i>nrd 11 k V t tTmi na 1 tn t erm i ivi 1 i nsul at ion

• "• i t''!<• -0 M.I roil is adeciate for <i 1 1 normal and

fault mnrU' op*j ra r i ons .

Fig* 3. Three turn, 50 kA prototype cable coil.

Calculations of a plasma disruption and of

various startup transients were done to estimate

the effects on the ETF ohmic heating coil.

Because there is uncertainty about how disruption

time will scale from smaller tokamaks, disruption

times of 1 ms and 25 ms were used. The 1 ms case

is probably unrealistic because of the time con-

stant of the discharge chamber and the stainless

steel dewa r wall. Although the ohmlc heating coil

is not now planned to be used for plasma

initiation, such use was considered for the reason

stated above. The Intended method of plasma

initiation Is to use a separate set of coils close

to the plasma. The effect of U e plasma

initiation coils on the ohmic heating coil was

estimated for a normal plasma initiation and for a

fault in which no plasma is formed. The values of

current, field, and time rate of change of current

calculated for the ETF ohmic heating coil can be

simulated by tests on the 20 MJ coil. The

required values of dB/dt on the 20 MJ coil can be

p rodneed by two switches and a resistor. One

switch opens to insert the resistor into the cir-

cuit and the second closes to short out the

resistor when the current has dropped the required

amount.

C. 5 0 kA VAPOR COOLED CURRENT LEADS

He 1ium vapor cooled current leads were

designed for the 20 MJ coil. These leads will

carry a 50 kA continuous current from the ambient

temperature bus to the superconducting coi1 at

4.5 K. They will vaporize liquid helium at the

rate of 130 to 150 Z/h with no current and will be

operable without damage for about 15 minutes with

full current and no helium vapor flow.

The leads are designed to withstand IS hV for

tests to simulate plasma disruptions. This neces-

sitates a reasonably coaplex electrical insulation

system and complicates the design of the

mechanical restraints.



Each lead is built from a 5 in. nominal

diameter copper pipe filled with roughly 1000, 1/4

in. diam copper refrigeration tubes. The gas

flows through the bore of the refrigeration tubes

which are soldered to each other and the pipe

jacket at the ends. This section is 1 m long.

The ends are finished with lugs to match coii and

bus connections.

Th e leads are designed to avoid flashover

along the insulation surface outside the dewar in

air, flashover along the insulation surface inside

the dewar in warm helium, and breakdown across

warm helium inside the dewar. Each lead is

wrapped with Mylar film and surrounded by a

G-10 CR glass fiber reinforced epoxy tube for

electrical insulation. The top of the G-10 CR

tube is finished in a G-10 plata and skirt, which

act as a condensation collector and provide

additional electrical insulation.

The leads are secured rigidly at the coil and

braced against the magnet support post. They are

sealed to the dewar lid by a flexible metal

bellows and attached to the bus by flexible

connections. Analysis indicates that they should

successfully withstand 10^ current cycles.

D. 20 MJ COIL NONCONDUCTING DEWAR

1. Dewar Design and Specifications. A noncon-

ducting dewar to avoid magnetic coupling to the

dewar and energy losses is to be used to test the

2 i MJ coil. A preliminary design of the glass

fiber reinforced plastic helium dewar for the

20 MJ coil was produced. This design served as

the basis for subsequently issued specfications

and preliminary facility designs.

The dewar consists of a double walled, verti-

cal axis plastic vessel with super insulation in a

high vacuum between the walls. The bottom end has

ellipsoidal heads and the top has flanges and a

flat bo.ted lid. Tne coil will be suspended from

the lid, and the entire structure will be

duPont trademark

supported on columns attached beneath the dewar

flange. The height is 144 in. and the diameter at

the lid is 91 in.

A request for quotation was issued, and three

responses were received at costs which exceeded

budget limitations. The first RFQ was canceled

and the vessel design and specfications were

modified to lower the cost. Responses to the

revised RFQ have been received and are under

review.

2. Use of a Metal Dewar with the 20 MJ Coil.

The energy losses in a large metal dewar for use

with the 20 MJ coil and now at the Lawrence

Laboratory were calculated. For a fast 1.4 s cur-

rent reversal, the dewar losses in the inner

vessel were two to three times the coil losses.

Forces between the dewar and coil from radial mis-

alignment of the axial position of the coil in the

dewar were estimated. Because of the large losses

and because the Livermore dewar is too small and

would require extensive modification for use with

the 20 MJ coil, a decision was made to delay

active acquisition of the dewar until final

quotations are received on the nonconducting

dewar.

E. TPFS COIL TEST FACILITY

A facility is being deviled to test the 20 MJ

superconducing energy storage coil under realis-

tic condlt ons to simulate operation in a tokamak

fusion device. For ETF, the induction coil is

discharged in about 6 s- Because a possibility

still exists that neither radio frequency heating

nor neutral beam injection will be adequate for

heatine the plasma, the 20 MJ coil is to be

tested with a full bipolar energy transfer with

field change from +7.5 T to -7.5 T in 1 to 2 s.

In addition, fault mode operation has been con-

sidered. The most extreme condition for testing

the coil is related to a plasma disruption that

occurs just at the end of the full bipolar energy

transfer. Tests will be conducted to simulate

this condition to provide a rapid current change



of about 5 kA in 20 to 30 is with a 10 to 15 kV

terminal to terminal coil voltage.

The test facility energy transfer circuit

will use traction motors as electro mechanical

capacitors to provide a resonant L-C circuit with

the coil- Energy will be stored in the armatures

of the motors, connected in parallel, and fly-

wheels mounted on the armature shafts as needed.

Traction motors were chosen for this purpose as

economical pulsed energy storage devices and

because of the flexibility in varying capacitance

by changing the field current. Extensive studies

of the circuit and all components to be used in

the circuit have been undertaken. Tests of the

traction motor performance are underway.

The test facility is shown in the artist's

concept of Fig. 4- The picture shows the coil

test area in a separate wood shed at the top of

the figure with the nonconducting dewar to the

left with busbar going to the dewar. The 20 MJ

coil is to the right being assembled for testing.

To the left, outside the long building, is the

3 MW, 50 kA power supply with connecting bus

through the switching cabinet which depicts the

entire complex switch and current interrupter

functions. To the right is the array of traction

motors with flywheels mounted. In the foreground

is the refrigerator cold box and outside the

building, the helium vapor surge tank dewar.

These are connected to the dewar with cryogenic

transfer lines. Nut shown in the figure are the

helium refrigerator compressor, gas recovery

system, and gas storage tanks, all located in an

adjoining building and outdoor area.

1. Circuit Design and Analysis. The TPFS

c ircuit study focuses on the traction motors'

interaction with the 20 MJ and a hyoothetical

100 MJ superconducting coil during the

oscillatory current reversal and on the switching

problem posed by interrupting the main current.

In the circuit chosen from several considered, the

switching problem is the least significant. The

superconducting coil's current is to be inter-

rupted to effect current transfer to the array of

traction motors, which are initially essentially

at rest. The second most important aspect of the

study concerns the extrapolation of the traction

motor performance from the conventional dc to the

pulsed duty of interest. Consequently, the

external parameters first used in thp study were

those measurements made by CTR-9 on the W model

W362 motor in pulsed duty employing tne 300 kj,

10 kA superconducting coil of LA and the published

continuous duty data of the three traction motor

manufacturers. The motor characteristics are sum-

marized in Table IV where the number in parallel

is given by the maximum current, the number in

series by the maximum voltage, and the energy

transferred by the moment of inertia of the motor

armatures and flywheels. Continuous variation of

the transfer time is possible over the range 1 to

1.7 s by field control, whereas control in steps is

achieved by the flywheel selection.

The optimum circuit for operation with the GE

machines is shown in Fig. 5, with the sequence of

operation indicated in Table V. Some voltages and

currents typically occurring during the current

reversal are plotted in Figs. 6 and 7, where the

time scales in Fig. 6 are those of the initial

part of the current reversal cycle. Figures 6 and

7 £re based on LA measured characteristics of W

traction motors. The pronounced voltage excur-

sions in Fig. 6 are caused by the rate of current

transfer and the armature inductance of the array

of traction motors. The completion of the current

transfer of Fig. 7 is for a traction motor field

current of 100 A. The circuit breakers shown in

Fig. 5 are air magnetic devices, because the cur-

rent transfer should be no faster than indicated

in Fig. 6. Hence, no capacitors are needed for

counter pulsing, which would require 175 kJ at

2 kV. Most of the switching duty is performed by

SI, intended to be an air breaker. Hence, only a

minor counterpulse capacitor bank, not shown, is

needed with S2, a vacuum breaker. The vacuum

breaker in this combination offers the advantage



FIG. 4.
20 100 MJ9TPF3

SUPERCONDUCTING
COIL TEST FACILITY



TABLE IV

TRACTION MOTOR CHARACTERISTICS

Continuous current, kA

Starting current, kA

Total brush area, cm^

Armature winding pattern

No. of poles

No. of parallel branches

No• of commitator segments

No. of series turns in each branch

J:manure resistance, mfl

Resistance per series turn, mU

Max. permissible pulse current, kA

No. of machines for 50 kA

GE*

1.14

1.39

6 5

simplex
lap

4

4

186

46.5

10.0

0.215

3.4

16

Machine Type

EMDa

1.05

1.43

48

simplex
lap

4

4

210

52.5

12.3

0.2 3*

3.2

16

Wa

0.52

1.00

51

simplex
wave

4

2

155

78.5

19.4

0.247

3.0

18

= General Electric, EMD = General Motors Electromotive Division, W = Westinghouse

-40 V

Fig. 5. TPFS coil test circuit.

TABLE V

SWITCHING SEQUENCE DURING Of NATION OF THE CIRCUIT IN FIG. 5

0.

6.

Time

. .3 ms

. .7 ms

Series

0.1 mil

0 .1 . - •

0.076.

Resistance

76 m(l

-.9.08 n

Operation

close SI - S2

open SI

open S2

Vma

0.

1.

1.

040

8

8

I c o i l

0. .

50.

5 . .

» kA

.50

.38

.0

10
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of providing the high voltage isolation needed

when a high voltage test is performed on the

superconducting coil at greater than a few kV.

Not needed for the analytical study and not shown

in the circuit is the 50 kA bypass switch in par-

allel with S2. Resistor, RQ, would not be used if

S2 is indeed a vacuum interrupter.

The study shows that not only parallel

operation is stable in an array of traction

motors, but stries-parallel operation to obtain

current reversal in a 100 MJ array is possible for

obtaining a reversal time shorter than in parallel

operation. This possibility can be considered

because the region of asymptotically stable speed

and acceleration was shown to exist within a

boundary given by the armature tooth eddy current

loss, armature Joule loss, and the field excita-

tion- The equilibrium speeds are given by the

ratio of armature resistances, field excitations,

and brush friction of the machines in series.

The major uncertainty in "* analysis

concerns the field penetration in the pulsed

operation and the resulting interaction with the

external field excitation. The magnetic fields of

interest are the main field, commur.ating poles

field, and armature field, the latter two being in

quadrature with the main field. To satisfy

commutation, the armature and commutating fields

are desired to cancel approximately. Conse-

quently, field penetration may affect commutation,

hence, the region boundaries of permissible arma-

ture current and speed. Interaction between the

pulsed fields and the external field circuit is a

form of pulsed armature reaction and affects the

equivalent capacitance of the machine.

The possibility of overspeed caused by the

runaway condition created when the external field

excitation is lost was considered in the study.

Two discrete initial value sets were used to study

the evolution of the armature's angular velocity

in a defective machine with only remanent pole

field. In Case 1, an initial armature current of

50 kA was assumed, with the armature at rest. In

Case 2, the armatures of 16 parallel connected

machines were rotated initially at the maximum

safe speed when the field of one machine was

reduced to the remanent flux.

The set of equations consist of the

differential equation of the external circuit with

the defective machine, shown in Fig. 8, the emf of

rotation in the defective machine with inclusion

of the armature reaction and its saturation

effect, and the energy balance equation in the

defective machine including effects of the moment

of enertla, brush and bearing loss, armature tooth

current loss, and windage loss. For Case 1 the

armature in the defective motor will accelerate to

a speed well within the safe limit because of the

losses. For Case 2 the speed of the defective

machine decreases because the current and the

associated losses increase to signficant values.

A situation of concern arises when the pole

flux is maintained while several of the parallel

connected armatures become disconnected, the 20 MJ

coil current of 50 kA then diverts to those arma-

tures remaining connected to the coll. An

interlock provision will be required to assure

that all machines are connected into the circuit

when the facility Is used.

Fig. 8. Circuit of the defective machine.
R * 14.2 nift, armature resistance
L * 2*25 mH, armature inductance
e =• emf of rotation
V - -Lcoijdi/dt in Case 1
V - initial Voltage VQ reduced by

the energy losses in Case 2
I « armature current
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2. Traction tfotors for TPFS Power Supply.

a. Traction Motor Tests. Based on the

system analysis, 16 type 752 GE traction motors

were purchased for the 20 MJ TPFS coil pulsed

power supply. The motors were tested upon receipt

and three were found to be unsatiofactory. One

had excessive bearing noise and two appeared to

have excessive shaft runout of 0.005 in. These

were sent to GE for repair, returned, checked and

accepted.

A series of electrical and electromechanical

tests were performed to confirm the analytical

model used in the analysis and to determine

operational limits not known by GE. In addition,

a dialog was opened with GE to gain additional

information the company has on the motors.

The open circuit saturation curve of one

machine was measured and found to deviate consid-

erably from the characteristic assumed in the

preliminary analysis and to deviate slightly from

a proprietary curve supplied by GE. Based on the

mi-asured curve, new values for machine capacitance

were predicted. From these measurements the

capacitances of 0.4 to 32 F may be obtained for a

field current range of 50 to 1000 A for a single

machine without flywheel.

A number of pulsed measurements were made to

investigate the effects of armature reaction on

capacitance and confirm values predicted from the

experimental open circuit saturation curve for

agreement with those observed during pulsed

discharge. In this experiment the machines were

spun up and discharged into salt water resistors.

Capacitance values measured during the pulsed test

exceeded the predicted sat ation curve values by

about 25Z. The apparent increase in capacitance

was the result of a decrease in field current

during the test. This is the result of the arma-

ture current, by means of armature reaction,

interacting with the regulated field power supply.

On this basis, the saturation curve provides the

best estimate of the capac*Lance if the field cur-

rent is known. Further, there will be an inter-

action with the field supply that will make the

field current difficult to determine.

Capacitance measurements indicate that arma-

ture reaction effects are much less in these

machines than they were in the type W362 machines

tested previously. The principal effects appear

to be the result of current shift under the

brushes. The decay time of the field current

transient does not correspond to either the arisa-

ture current decay time or the field time

constant, as it should from classical theory.

Tests with the W362 machines and information

from GE indicated the type 752 machines will not

operate properly if the product of the armature

current and rotational speed, Iu, exceeds a value

of 2 x LO6 A-rpm. As originally designed, see

Sec. E.I. above, the traction motor bank for the

20 MJ test facility would have operated at

3.1 x 106 A-rpm, which had a high probability for

flashover of the machines. For this reason, one

GE machine was operated at conditions which

produced 2.65 x 10*̂  A-rpm. Severe sparking was

observed abo^e 1.8 x 10^ A-rpm but the machine did

not flash. Tests will continue until a firm basis

for determination ot the number of machines for

the system is established based upon a limiting

value of IOJ. The most probable total number of

machines is 2 4.

The armature inductance of one motor was

measured at various frequencies with no current

through the separately excited field winding. The

armature inductance varied from 1.89 mH at 20 Hz

to 1.129 mH at 1000 Hz. The armature inductance

was also measured at 20 Hz with various field cur-

rents. The inductance varied from 1.89 mH at

100 A to 1.24 mH at 800 A.

The moment of inertia of one of the motors

was measured. Knowledge of this parameter is

required to design the flywheels. The motor was

run at 1500 rpm for 5.5 hr before making any meas-

urements. The armature voltage, V , and the arma-

ture current, I , were measured before

Interrupting the armature power. The speed versus
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time during the deceleration was plotted on an X-Y

plotter. The moment of inertia was calculated

from the equation

J = (P/W) (d/W/dt)^in

where J = moment of inertia, kg-m^

P = armature power = V I , W

W = rotor speed, radlans/s

JW/dt = rotor deceleration, radians/s2

The value of J varied from 2 3.30 to 28.48 kg-m2.

The design value of J is 23.26 kg-m2.

b. Motor Mount. The traction motors wi'i be

mounted in pairs on steel A-frames supported on

timbers. The frames will be bolted to the

conciete floor. Two A-frames were fabricated, and

a pair of motors was mounted. Two more A-frames

with some modifications have been built. Mounting

bolts, anchor bolts, and timbers have been

received. A-frames are being fabricated for

mounting the entire set of 16 motors already on

hand.

c. Power Supply for Motor Field Winding. A

surplus 50 V, 2 kA dc power supply is being

renovated to supply power to thp motor field

windings. Because a number ol power diodes were

defective, all 12 are being replaced. A control

chassis to operatp the power supply has been

built. The possibility of having to increase the

number of traction motors in the bank to 24 or 26

not to exceed the Ito limit will require obtaining

another power supply to excite the field windings.

d. Flywheels. Flywheels for the 20 HJ TPFS

pulsed power supply have been designed with the

exception of the specification of the outside

diameter. The wheels will be made from 5 in.

thick normalized 4140 steel. The wheels will be

shrunk on the motor shafts with a radial shrink

allowance of 0.001 in. This results in a maximum

stress in the wheel of 13. 3ksi, and a left off

speed of 4080 rpm, well in excess of the maximum

allowable operating speed of the motors. If 24

motors and flywheels are used, the maximum steady

torque rating of the motor shafts will not be

exceeded during normal operation of the system.

If 16 motors are used, this torque will be

exceeded by a factor of two. For a coefficient of

friction of one, the torque required to slip the

flywheel on the shaft exceeds the rated shaft

torque by a factor of six. The pull oif force

will be 1.80 x 105 lb under the same conditions.

The loss of a flywheel, therefore, is not a

credible fault.

A bore block gage was machined in ? steel

cylinder to test the accuracy of the drawings and

specifications for the flywheel to armature shaft

fit. Measurements with a transfer dyt showed that

a near 100% fit was achieved. The gage block will

also be used to check the shrink and pumpoff

procedures used to install and remove the fly-

wheels. The diameter of the flywheels will be

chosen when the number of motors is fixed.

3. Pulsed 50 kA Bus. Bus to connect 16 parallel

connected traction motors to the 20 and 100 MJ

coils during the discharge cycle was designed.

Fifty kilo amperes of current were assumed to flow

through the bus for 3 s during each discharge

cycle for one discharge cycle per hour and eight

such cycles per day. A bus consisting of two

0.5 in. x 9 in. type 1100 aluminum bars for each

polarity was selected. The maximum temperature

rise at the end of the eighth cycle will be about

71C C. The bus support and clamps have been

designed; and several motor, bus layouts are under

consideration including one for as many as 24 to

26 motors should the decision to expand the bank

be made because of the Iw limitation.

4. Switches. Dump Resistors, and Steady State

50 kA Bus.Bequests for quotations have been placed

for the 50 kA circuit breakers and bypass switches

for the test facility. Design of the 50 kA power

supply reversing switch has been delayed. This is

due to the shipment of a wrong switching element

by Gould Brown Boveri. This element is to be

modified by water cooling and then tested to
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determine its current carrying capacity. A large

number of these elements are necessary for the

reversing switch. Preliminary design of the 20 HJ

protective dump resistor has been completed.

Preliminary design is underway on 50 kA flexible

connections between the steady state 50 kA bus and

the vapor cooled leads.

5. Shed to House 20 MJ Dewar. Preliminary de-

sign has been made of a wooden shed to house the

20 MJ coil dewar and to serve as an assembly area

to mount the coll to the dewar lid. Wood is to be

used to minimize magnetic coupling and force

interactions. The shed, which is about 21 ft.

wide, 37 ft. long, and 21 ft. high, will be

located just south of building SM 253. One half

of the building will hold the dewar and the outer

half will serve as an assembly area. The coil

will be lifted into the assembly area and into the

dewar with a crane through removable panels in the

roof. Platforms will be erected as appropriate to

give access to the dewar lid and coil during

assembly and to the lid after the coil is

installed in the dewar. An engineering cost study

has been completed.

Presentations were made before the laboratory

Facilities Planning Advisory Committee to request

$155,000 GPP funds for building. The request was

denied for FY 81.

6. 3 MW Power Sunply. A 100 kA/30 V, 50 kA/60 V

dc power supply was purchased from Controlled

Power Company. This supply was installed adjacent

to SM 253 to provide power for switch testing and

to charge the 20 MJ coil. A 100 kA busbar system

was purchased from W. D. Whinery and installed

with the full 100 kA connected into the 2 MJ

switch test facility. This bus has stubs for a

50 kA connection to the 20 MJ coil.

7. 700 W, 4.5 K. Helium Refrigerator. Last year

a leak developed in a seal weld ir. a tank cluster

holding impure helium. In normal operation of the

refrigerator, gas contained in this cluster would

be purified, sent to a cluster holding pure

helium, and finally reliquefied. There are eight

tanks in a cluster and locating the defective seal

required changing the tank manifold so that the

tanks could be pressurized separately- Informa-

tion was obtained from U. S. Steel documenting the

tensile strength and results of Charpy impact

tests at 40° F for the pressure vessel material.

The results of these tests confirm the cause of

the gas leak had to be a ductile failure. The

leak is apparently in a seal weld on the plug in

the tank neck. The bottom' neck is inaccessible

because the tanks are supported on a large steel

plate with the neck protruding through holes in

the plate. The LA Committee on Piping and

Specialized Pressure Vessels approved a plan to

repair the tanks. The new manifold has been

installed, and the leaking tank can be valved out

of the storage system.

A number of other changes to the liquid

helium distribution system and helium gas recovery

system will be required for the 20 MJ coil

experiments. SoL;e of these changes are

installation of a 4500 cu ft gas bag in the pit

under the cold box, installation of a 4 or

5 in. copper pipe from the gas bag to the 20 MJ

experiment for recovery of warm helium gas,

removal of the 1000 cu ft gas bag in the

compressor building, installation of a 60 scfm

Ingersoll Rand compressor, installation of a

1 in. i.d. vacuum insulated line to carry liquid

helium to the 20 MJ coil, and installation of a

4 or 5 in. i.d. vacuum insulated line to retu1 i

cold gas to the refrigerator surge tank.

Installation of the new gas bag has been started,

and specifications have been written and an RFQ

issued for the vacuum jacket transfer lines.

The helium refrigerator was run for an hour

after a 9 month shutdown but was turned off

because of excessive leakage at the compressor rod

seals. Inspection showed one 2 in. piston rod was

badly corroded and a second had lost its chrome at

several places. Water cups placed in the distance

spaces to provide humidity for the seals are the

source of the corrosion. Seals on the 1.5 in. rod
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were changed only a fev hundred hours ago and

appeared to be badly worn Inquiries have been

initiated about the avallabi-I ity of graphite

Zoaded Teflon seals to replace the graphite seals

presently used.

The gas bearing turbines of the helium

refrigerator have failed both at LA and other

laboratories causing costly repairs and replace-

ments. The refrigerator manufacturer held a

users' workshop that identified the problem as

possibly caused by unbalanced forces on the

turbine shaft and by a leaking 0-ring seal between

the water cooling jacket and the helium gas

passages. The unbalanced forres are thought to be

caused by excessive dynamic load during rapid

starting and stopping. Leak checks have been

performed on the 0-ring seals< One out of four LA

turbines was found to leak. This turbine will be

sent back for repair. The manufacturer plans to

issue new operating instructions for starting and

stopping that should relieve the unbalanced force

problem. Regardless, the problem has not been

fully resolved.

8. Controls and Instrumentation.

a. Introduction. Operation of the 20 MJ

system involves the integration and control of

various subsystems. A simplified schematic of the

system is shown in Fig. 9. The subsystems are a

3 MW power supply, switches, traction motors,

cryogenic equipment, data acauisition equipment,

and the master control panel. The 3 MW dc power

supply is used to charge or energize the 20 MJ

superconducting storage coil to 50 kA. Bipolar

operation of the coil is achieved by opening the

charging switch to force the cotl to oscillate

with the traction motors, which act as capacitors.

The reversing switches enable the dc power supply

to charge the coil ir. either direction while the

safety dump switch and resistor allow the system

energy to be dissipated in about ten seconds.

Each of these subsystems, except for the helium

refrigerator, must be able to operate in a stand

alone mode as well as by command from the master

control panel. The safety dump resistor is shown

in series but may be placed in parallel with the

coil.

A block diagram of the control interface

among the subsystems is shown in Fig. 10.

b. Master Control Panel. The operations

required of the various subsystems during each

coil test cycle are determined by the master

control panel. To provide the proper event

sequencing requires trigger delays ranging from

milliseconds to seconds. Mechanical timers will

be used to provide delays as short as 0.2 s while
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electronic digital delay generators will provide

delays as short as 0.1 us- Independent triggering

of the timers will allow the flexibility of

control needed for various test configurations.

The master control panel will also Include an

interlock system to preveni. or terminate testing

if any subsystem or other Interlocked device

enters an alarm condition. Breaking the interlock

chain or pushing the front panel SCRAM button

results in a programmed shutdown of the coil test

cycle by the master <-ontrol panel. The interlock

chassis and master controller chassis have been

designed and will be built at LA. The digital

delay generators are commercially available.

c. 3 MW Power Supply. The 3 MW dc power

supply provides the power to charge the 20 MJ coil

to 50 kA. A block diagram of the supply is shown

in Fig. 11. Control of the power supply is

accomplished by an existing remote control unit.

The control interface requirements with this unit

are shown in Table VI. After the power supply is

energized and the manual controls adjusted, the

output can be turned on and off by the master

control panel. The alarm indicator is connected

to one interlock channel while the voltage and

current information Is supplied to the data

acquisition system.

d. Switches. Switches are key elements in

the 20 MJ coil test circuit. The reversing

switches connect the power supply to the coil

during charging, short to protect the power supply

from transients during the transfer period, and

reverse to chaige the coil in the opposite

polarity. The charging switch interrupts t.ie

50 kA current in the charging loop to initiate the

transfer of energy from the coll to the traction

motors. The safety protective dump switch opens

to insert the dump resistor in the circuit to

dissipate the system energy within 10 s under

emergency condition. The operating sequence for

the switches and the associated coil current

waveforms during a bipolar test are shown in

Fig. 12 and Table VII.

For life cycle testing, the coll would be

cycled between 25 and 50 kA by turning the power

supply on and off and not changing the switch

positions. The scram sequence will be identical

to the sequence for the bipolar tests with the-

traction motors remaining in the circuit. If the

traction motors are removed, the safety dump

switch in series with the protective dump resistor

is placed in para'lei across the coll, and the

dump switch will remain open until triggered

closed during the scram sequence.

e. Traction Motors. The GE traction motors

will be connected with the armatures In parallel

to serve as an electromechanical capacitor which

can absorb the energy of the 20 MJ coil during a

bipolar swing. A blouk diagram of the traction

motor system is shown in Fig. 13. In the event

the main supply fails, a battery powered backup

supply may be used to provide the field current

long enough to allow the coil energy to be

dissipated in the safety dump resistor. Sixteen

traction motors and a field supply have been

procured while the design of tht control chassis

for the field supply is nearly complete.

Additional traction motors and a supplemental

field power supply may be needed as already

indicated.
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TABLE VI

CONTROL INTERFACE REQUIREMENTS FOR 3 MW POWER SUPPLY

Control Function

START

DC ON

STOP

EMERGENCY STOP

Status Functions

CONTROL POWER ON

SYSTEM ENERGIZED

ALARM ON

DC VOLTS

DC KILOAMPS

Manual Controls

OUTPUT ADJUST

LIMIT ADJUST

TIMER SECONDS

TIMER BYPASS

MASTER SELECTION CONTROL

FUNCTION

Start cooling fans and module control electronics

Turns output power on

Turns output power off

Trip main circuit breaker on all 6 modules

Main control panel energized

Module fans and control power energized

Fault detected by alarm circuit

Monitors output voltage, 0-100 V

Monitors output current, 0-100 kA

Adjust constant voltage (current) of output

Adjust peak current (voltage) of output

Adjust period of timed output

Bypass tinier for continuous output

Select master rectifier module

TYPE

PB switch
PB switch (DPDT)
PB switch
PB switch

Green light
Green light
Red light
Meter
Meter

Potentiometer
Potentioneter
Digital thumbwheels
Rotary switch
Rotary switch
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Fig. 12. Coll current waveform and switch sequence during bipolar test.

TABLE VII

SWITCH AND POWER SUPPLY SEQUENCE DURING BIPOLAR TEST

SWITCHES

Time

0
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

Event

Ready
Charge (P.S. ON)
Charge complete
Turn P.S. OFF
Crowbar P.S.
Transfer current
Reverse P.S.
Turn P.S. ON
Charge
Charge complete

Charging

C
C
C
C
C
0
0
0
C
C

Reversing

FWD
FWD
FWD
FWD
SHORT
SHORT
REV
REV
REV
REV

Safety
Dump

C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C

Power
Supply

OFF
ON)
ON
OFF
OFF
OFF
OFF
ON
ON
ON

SCRAM SEQUENCE (May occur anywhere in cycle)

Initial conditions
Open safety dump
Turn P.S. OFF
Crowba>- P.S.
Dump energy

7
->

7

SHORT
SHORT

C
0
0
0
0

?

?

OFF
OFF
OFF

f. Cryogenic Equipment. The cryogenic

equipment for the test facility consists of the

700 W helium refrigerator and the dewar to hold

the 20 MJ coil. A block diagram for the helium

refrigerator is shown in Fig. lit. The refrigera-

tor is operated manually and requires no control

inputs from the coll test master control panel-

However, the alarm panel of the refrigerator

control station will be interlocked with the 20 MJ

controls so that any of the refrigerator alarm

conditions can be used to scram the coil test

sequence. These conditions are listed tn

Table VIII. Additional alarm conditions from the

coil dewar and refrigerator will be added as

rtquired.

g. Data Acquisition System. Conditions in

each of the subsystems to be monitored during

tests of the 20 MJ coll will be recorded primarily
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r ig . 13. Block diagram of t ract ion motors.

wit', fi PDP-11 computer and I ts associated data

a i ju i s ic ion equipment. The computer will have the

capabil i ty t 0 monitor various conditions during a

t e s t , determine if they are normal, and scraro the

system if any fault has occurred. Conditions to

be monitored and recorded by the daLa acquisi t ion

system are tlie tes t current and voltage of the

cn i l , the coil losses , the internal coll voltages,

c o l l quench . e t e c t i o n , the t r a c t i o n motor speed

and current in the armatures, and the alarm

c o n d i t i o n s in the various subsystems• The

computer mainframe and some analog to d i g i t a l

c o n v e r s i o n equipment are a v a i l a b l e and operat ing .

The remaining A/D equipment and the required

i n t e r f a c e s w i l l be designed and procured a f t e r the

subsystems are f u l l y def ined.

F. ENGINEERING TEST FACILITY (ETF) AND INTER-

NATIONAL TOKAMAK REACTOR (INTOR) CONTRIBUTION

1. ETF Study. E l e c t r i c c i r c u i t s for ETF during

s t a r t u p and plasma d i srupt ion were analyzed

with a c t i v e and p a s s i v e conductors in some of the

s t r u c t u r a l components of the ETF. The e x i s t e n c e

of a magnetic f lux normal midplane and c i r c u l a r

symmetry are assumed. The study examined the

effects of insulating breaks in the ohmic heating

coi l dewar, vacuum shell , and arnor. Because the

passive conductors are 1 to 2.5 cm thick, which i s

thin viien compared with the skin depth of 6-4 cm

in stainless steel under a 20 ms plasma disrup-

tion, the eddy currents were coaputed by

subdividing the passive conductors' long dimension
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as shown in Fig. 15 and confuting the resulting

circulating currents.

The study was performed with two different

distributions of the turns assumed within each of

the coll sets ED, EO, 10, and OH. One of the turn

distributions was suggested by the ETF Design

Center for plasma startup from the internal coil

sets 10 and ID, the other one by LA for startup

from the ohmlc heating coll set .

The study* was compiled by J. Murray at the

ETF Design Center, with additional contributtons

from G. Bronner, Princeton Plasma Physics

Laboratory.

*J. G. Murray, G. Bronner, H. Vogel, " E l e c t r o -
magne t i c s in S t r u c t u r e s of INTOR," USA I n t o r
Report INTOR/ENG/80-11.
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TABLE VIII

ALARM CONDITIONS FOR HELIUM REFRIGERATOR

Status Alarm Panel

Compressor oil failure
Flow failure first scage of north cyl. jacket
Flow failure first scage of south cyl- jacket
Flow failure first stage intercooler
Flow failure second stage cyi« jacket
P. vw failure second stage Intercooler
Flew failure third stage cyl- jacket
". ?w failure third stage aftercooler
Ticv failure Reavell compressor
7L,-'V failure Joy compressor oil cooler
rlow failure Sulzer turbines
FiCw failure Joy compressor
Pressure failure Joy compressor suction
Pressure failure Joy compressor discharge
Pressure failure air for Instruments
Temperature failure first stage Joy compressor
Temperature failure second stage Joy compressor
Temperature failure third stage Joy compressor
Overspeed Sulzer turDine No. 1
Overspeed Sulzer turbine No. 2
AJ a mi on

a. Startup Energy. The total energy for the

startup was found to be 3 to 4 MJ when supplied to

the Internal coils versus 180 to 400 MJ when

sjppiied to the OH winding or a coll coupled

closely to it. The latter number was obtained

wnen a lossy blip coll was assumed to be coupled

very closely with the OH winding.

b. Voltage Stresses. The voltage to be

supplied for the startup was 60 to 70 V/turn to

the internal coils versus 45 V/turn to the OH

coil. In the former case, the voltage stress in

the OH coil was 2 to 3 V/turn.

c. Current Change In the OH Co M. The cur-

rent changed In the OH coil at the rate of 4.3 to

6.0 MAt/s when the internal coils were used to

supply the energy versus 7.7 MAt/s when the OH

winding or a coil very closely coupled to It was

used. These numbers may be translated to 1.2 to

1.7 kA/s versus 2.2 kA/s in a 23 kA conductor or

2.7 to 3.7 kA/s versus 4.8 kA/s in a 50 kA

conductor.

d. Effect of Brr->ks. When using the inter-

nal coils for supplying the startup energy, the

effects of insulating breaks were calculated to be

about 10% in magnitude. When using the OH coil,

the startup energy was reduced by the presence of

the breaks to less than 1/3 of its value without

breaks.

e. Plasma Disruption. With no breaks and

the Internal and external coils shorted, the OH

coil was stressed at 30 V/t and 65 MAt/s for the

assumed 20 ms disruption time, as shown in

Figs. 16 and 17. These numbers correspond to
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0.00 0.01 0.02 0.03 0.04 0.05 0.06 0.07 0.08 £.39

"b>° TIME (S)

d-

> a
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a- o

o 0.000.01 0,32 0.03 0.04 COS 0.06 0.07 3.06 0.US
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M 1 r ! 1 1 1 1 1 1
0.000.01 0.CU 0.03 0.M 0.05 O.OB 0.07 0.0B O.Qt

TIHE (S*
0.00 0.01 0.02 003 0.04 0.05 0.0B 0.07 O.OB 0.08

TINE fSJ
Fig. 16. Plasma disruption, external coi1s shorted, internal coils shorted, no breaks,

voltage representation.

42 kA/s in the Los Alamos 50 kA, 20 MJ coil. If

the external coils were considered to be short

circuited and the internal coils nonexistent, then

the corresponding numbers became 45 V/t, 80 MAt/s,

and 50 kA/s. The voltage stress was approximately

the same under the startup from the OH winding, a

coil closely coupled to the OH winding, or for the

20 ms disruption. The 45 V/t stress, vhen

integrated over the OH winding, amounted to 156 kV

in the 23 kA winding or 72 kV in a corresponding

50 kA winding. The T.A 20 MJ coil is being

constructed in the form of 200, series connected

turns, designed for an integrated stress of 11 kV.

A high voltage test at 9 kV, that is, 45 V/t, is a

possible addition to the test program*

2. FFD/IN1OR Study. A tokamak startup study is

being completed, addressing some of the effects of

insulating breaks in structural elements in tne

FED/INTOR baseline design. The study considers

the design of resistive internal blip coils and

magnetic fi^ld penetration. The empnasis is

partly in response to Session IV of the INTOR

Phase I workshop. Plasma startup considerations

for ionization and plasma current initiation were

found to favor strongly the use of an internal

blip coil. The problem of field penetration with

the need for conducting toroidal circuits for

passive plasma control will require such coils. A

credible configuration tor normal conducting coils
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1-OI5RUPT2 H/ I COIURE S-0

LEGENG
a - 1-1C
c - i - I D

O.OOO.Cl 0.02 C.C3 C.(M 3.05 0.06 0.07 0.06 3.09.
TIME (S I

0.OGO.01 0.02 a.03 O.Oi 3.05 O.OE 0.07 0.0° 0.09
LEGEND

a - 1-EI >
o - I-CD i

I-EO :

in •

COD 0. SI 3.02 0.03 0.04 0.05 C.O6 0.07 0.08 0.09
TIME I S )

0.00 3.31 0.02 0.03 0.01 0.05 0-01 0.07 0.06 O.OS

TIME: rsi

Plasma d i s r u p t i o n , ex te rna l c o i l s shor ted, i n t e r n a l c o l l s shor ted, no breaks ,
curtt-nL r ep re sen t a t i on .

in i-niijunrtiun with the agreed common cry^scat

mu^t be -ihovri, following one ot the workshop's

rf'MfnfnendatifT.,.

The c a l c u l a t i o n s i r e approached s i m i l a r l y to

those r epor t id abo.-e. The 48 c i r c u i t s of ac t i ve

and relatively th in passive conductors ; re shown

in Fig. 18. The b l ip f i e ld pene t ra t ion times are

90 to 50 us and depend on the r e s i s t ance s of those

p a s s i v e components whose i n s u l a t i n g break

•'Sees. 2 . 1 . 2 , 2 . 1 . 3 in T. E. Shannon, "ORNL
Foreign Trip Repor t ," ORNL/ENG/FTR-978,
Nov. 14, 1980.

r e s i s t a n c e * i s var ied wi th in a range judged to be

r e l i a b l e . The elements provided with the breaks

a r e the inner wali , plasma s h e l l , water p ipe ,

breeder b lanke t , and outer s h e l l . Ihe t o t a l b l i p

cu r ren t i s 4 .8 MAt and reduces to 3.4 MAt for the

g r e a t e s t r e s i s t a n c e .

G. TPFS SWITCH DEVELOPMENT AND HVDC SWITCH TESTS

1. LCP Dump Switch for ORNL. The Large Coil

Project (LCP) requires an energy dunp system to

protect the superconducting LCP TF c o i l s . Twenty

five ki lo ampere current interrupters to withstand

2.5 kV are being obtained by ORKL to divert the

current into the dump r e s i s t o r s . These
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interrupters are to be tested by LA scheduled for

January 15, 1981. The switches are comprised of a

modified version of • originally developed LA

steady state bypass switch in parallel with a

W type DMD dc circuit breaker. The hardware for

the tests is being assembled in the 2 MJ switch

test facility and is nearly complete.

2. Water Cooled Vacuum Interrupter. A 25 kA

water cooled vacuum interrupter was designed by LA

and built by W. Two versions were ordered, one

with CuBi contacts and the other withCLR contacts.

One of the interrupters has been delivered. A

special actuator t. provide iiigti interrupter

contact pressure was designed and built. The

actuator interrupter assembly is undergoing

preliminary testing and will be fully tested at

high currents in early 1981. The purpose of the

development of water cooled contacts in vacuum

interrupters is to increase their steady state

current carrying capacity from a few kilo amperes

to, hopeful I-, as much as 25 kA.
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THEORY OF THE ARC DISCHARGE IN AIR BLAST

BREAKERS

A sta.1v of the a i rb las f breaker, noted for

1,-ir̂ t- current in te r rup t ing capac i ty , was

hided by I'ogel for h is Ph.D. d i s s e r t a t i o n at

in i / e rb i tv of Texas at Austin. A closed se t

i:ter<'iiti;il equal ions for the arc discharge in

l.i^t breakers was derived and compared with

r .-i: i >n- The model is for the frequently used

1 •• j.'f i iMif igurnt ion in which a cy l i nd r i ca l or

. i I iri develops during current in te r rup t ion

t-i-n t'u- p*rtiny> '"'loctrodes with the i re cooled

i .'t .if ; i i r expanding f rom a pressur ized

.. i r HH shown in Fi^ . I 'Ja. The a r c ' s length

inses with t ime and induces a voltage between

pri rt i n K «• lert rndes weak] y def ining the i n t e r -

:; Si-1 wiM'ii r he ,ITL and external circuit. T/ie

! • ' , -

n 1 '
i.b:

(d)

Fig. 19- Contact configuration in airblast
breakers.
a. Double jet configuration.
b. Double jet configuration,

reduced for mathematical model.
c and d. Simple jet contacts.

circuit equations may be closed with an arc model

that supplies the functions, derived £ rom first

principles, for the arc radius and length, the

current density, and the axial voltage gradient.

Several arc models, reported before, are heuristic

formulations on the macroscopic level, or they do

not represent closed sets of equations.

In the dissertation, a three component plasma

is considered in the predominant species —

elect rons, nit rogen atoms > and s ingly charged

ions. The arc envelope, that is, the length and

radius function is derived from the Euler-Lagrange

equations in a Loientz gas. A cylindrical arc

envelope is predicted if the current density is

radius independent. That condition is provided by

MHD turbulence of the m = 0 mode caused by

overcooling in the jet stream of the coolant gas.

That sane MHD turbulence can, in addition, explain

the observed heat transport property within the

arc by far exceeding the radiaI heat transport

provided in other mechanisms such as radiation.

Moreover, the characteristic time of the MHD

turbulence is on the order of microseconds,

consistent with the observed dynamic behavior of

the arc, whereas the relaxation time is in a

subnanosecond range.

Addit ional relationships for closure are

provided by minima in the Helmholtz free energy.

These yield the Saha equation at the q '*nttm

mechanical level and a temperature function of the

arc radius, at the macroscopic external field,

particle interaction level. The hydrodynamic

equat ions were derived for the three component

plasma by using the Enskog-Chapman formalism for

evaluating the collision integral. The disserta-

tion shows that all the conditions are satisfled

for the Boltzmann equation to apply. The plasma

is shown to be in thermodynamic equilibrium. A

comparison of predictions with reported

observation is shown in Fig. 20, where the opacity

T is the external fitting parameter- The result

is that F<<1» which is consistent with observation

and indicates a degree of transparency that
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Fig. 2 0. Computed and measureda arc profiles versus the axial coordinate.
The turbulent heat transfer coefficient, f. is calculated from the
measured pressure and cold gas velocity profiles; opacity, I*, is
computed by fitting the temperature prof ile.

aW- Hermann, I'- Kogelschatz, K- Ragaller, E. Schade, "Investigation
of a Cylindrical, Ax ially Blown High Pressure Arc," J. Phys. D. Appl
Phys. I, 607,619 (1974).

excludes, as just mentioned, radiation as a

mechanism to provide sufficient heat transport

within the arc

I. 7 TESLA LOSS MEASUREMENT APPARATUS

A 7 T loss measurement apparatus was built to

measure losses in superconducting wire which is

being considered for the 20 MJ coil. The facility

contains a small solenoid :oil whose magnetic

field can swing from +7 T to -7 T in a time

varying from 0.5 to 3 s . A pair of balanced

pickup coils is inserted in the solenoid bore with

one of the coils containing the samples whose

losses are being measured. The unbalance in the

signal obtained from the coil can be related to

the losses in the superconducting sample.

T\e entire circuit to drive and control cur-

rent in the solenoid was completed. Traction

motors are used as electromechanical capacitors to

reverse the current in the solenoid. The motors

can be run to a given speed before the current

reversal by means of a rectifier and inductrol

voltage regulator. Electrolytic resistors are

used as dump and pulse shaping resistors- Circuit



breakers rated at 600 V dc and 1350 A are used for

switch ing. A quench detector protects the coll

whi Je it is being charged by measuring the voltage

at a center U i on the coil and comparing it with

a resistive voltage divider connected across the

eni 1- The control circuits and switchgear were

first checked by using the facility to measure

parameters of the traction motors.

The coil is wound with a Rutherford type

conductor. This cable is manufactured f rom

niobium-titanium alloy, copper stabilized wire

with internal copper nickel barriers- The coil

was wound with a specific conductor tension,

predicted by analysis, to prevent separation of

tv:e roil layers during field reversal. The wire

is uninsulated, so the turns and layers are

separated by insulating spacers.

The solenoid dc performance was checked first

a v,d f ound to be excellent. The coil reached the

ie-ign current of (350 A in tOO A increments with

only nne quench at 12 30 A. Current ramp rates for

thi-SL- tests we re 10 to 10 A/s. Upon reaching

rcaxinum current for each test, the coil was

discharged in i to 2 s either into tie discharge

resistor or the traction motors. Following these

tests, the magnet was given a visual inspection.

Sone of the outside turns had slipped over the

Teflon interturn spacers as a result of axial

Iorentz forces. No other damage was evident. The

turns were moved to their original locations, and

the number of outside braces was increased from 4

to 12 to prevent a recurrence of th-'s problem.

The complete system was then tes ted to evaluate

coil and motor performance for a full bipolar

swing. A typical trace of the magnet current

versus time is shown in Fig. 21.

In Fig. 21 operation of many circuit elements

shown in Fig. 2 2 can be detected from

discontinuties in the current trace. A slow ramp

charge to 1.1 kA is followed by a region of almost

constant current. During this time, S^ and S^ are

T T "7 " 1* *•-]--- T "" T *~"

Fig- 21. Current waveform from typical pulsed
test of 7 T magnet-

duPont trademark

open and all other switches are closed. The

discharge cycle Is initiated by opening Sj and

allowing the current to decay to a low value, in

this instance about 80 A. During this time

period, Sr and Sg are opened and the traction

motors allowed to coast. When the current reaches

a desired low value, switches S^ and S, are

closed, and the current Is quickly brought to

-1065 A- The recharge current waveform is a

damped sinusoid, and the oscillations will

continue until the energy is dissipated in R, and

Ky In this experiment S« was opened before all

of the energy was dissipated in the oscillatory

circuit with a resistive decay at the end of the

waveform.

A series of tests was run with increasing

magnet currents to determine appropriate circuit

parameters for full reversal. The maximum swing

obtained so far was from 1280 A to -1220 A in

1.8 s, which corresponds to a maxinum field of

6.6 T and an average field sweep rate of 7*2 T/s-
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TABLE IX

PARAMETERS OF THE 400 K.J COIL

Fig. 22. Test circuit.

J. ONE COMPONENT MODULE SUPERCONDUCTING

PROTOTYPE METS SYSTEM

The fast pulsed superconducting inductive

energy storage program was initiated to provide a

system capable of delivering 488 MJ of energy to

create a 5.5 T field on a theta pinch fusion

plasma. To ̂ ing the program to a logical conclu-

sion in view of the de-emphasis of theta pinch

research and to obtain a maximum amount of

information for ongoing inductive energy storage

systems, a one module or one component system was

assembled. Table IX gives design parameters of

the 400 kJ coil tested, and Fig. 23 shows the coll

as it was being lowered into the dewar. Two sets

of tests were performed. First, the coil was

charged slowly and then discharged in 2 us.

Second, the coil was charged slowly and then

discharged and recharged with apposite polarity in

a few seconds.

Inductance, mH

Design current, kA

Stored energy at design

current, kJ

Winding length, cm

Mean radius, cm

Winding thickness, cm

Number of turns

Number of layers

Peak center line field

at design current, T

Conductor support method

Overall CuNi:C:NbTi

Strand diameter, mm

"ilament diameter, um

Filaments/s t rand

Wire twist pi tch, cm"'

Number of active wires

in cable

Cable width, err.

Cab le he igh t , cm

1.26

25

400

67.3

27.9

10. 3

64. 7 5

3

2.31

toothed furm

! : 1 . 5: 1

0. 3b 1

14.4

199

3. 15

504

2.4b

i .91

The "ests were delayed for a number of

months, first because of problems with th. epoxy

f ibergl-ass dewar used to test the coil and later

by a shortage of liquid helium caused by a number

of equipment failures at commercial producers•

Tne dewar developed a leak at liquid nitrogen tem-

peratures . Several attempts to repair it by

applying epoxy resin to joints and a seal coat of

resin to the ins ide of the dewar fai led. Proper

repair required wall scarfing and sequential

multiple epoxy fiberglass cloth laminate applied

to the inner shell over a thin inner tube joint

originally used as a former to make the dewar. A

seal coat of polyurethane was also applied over

the wet layup. Three days were taken to cool the

dewar to liquid nitrogen temperature to avoid

thermal stresses.
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H^. 2 i. i(IU kJ ro'l suspended above the dewar.

hisi >Vide Tes_c. Figure 24 shows the circuit

ii.-t-.l n r tlic fast discharge tests. The circuit is

(visually an I.-C-L resonant circuit in which cur-

r<-:ii is transferred from the superconducting coil,

!. , tc- the load coil, Lr, and then crowbarred by

S ,!iii; runs, Ij.g. Hybrid switch, OJC^VJV,, served

t • ri i scnimt'ct the power supply and was made up of
1 i 1 breakers, OIOT, and vacuum breakers, ^1^2'

bi.T^y transfer was initiated by opening vacuum

! U > M K T S , V and V,, and then driving the current

through these breaKers to zero by discharging

capacitor C. Components L and R are part of the

apparatus for measuring losses in the supercon-

ducting coil. The maximum coll current achieved

was about 19.5 kA, which is below the design

operating current of 25 kA. No training effects

were observed. Measurements of voltage drops at

the joints between the coil and the leads

confirmeJ that the 19-5 kA current limitation was

not due to heating at the joints, but was in the

coil itself. Ifysteresis losses associated with

Che maximum current attained were about 0-12 of

the stored energy. Total losses should be twice

that amount as scaled from short sample loss meas-

uiements.

2. Slow Mode Test. The slow discharge and

recharge tests were performed by inserting a

resistor into the circuit to discharge the coil

and then recharging the coil with opposite

polarity through a reversing switch to change

power supply polarity. Air magnetic breakers were

used to disconnect the power supply from the coil

to initiate the discharge.

Data for the slow discharge and rech.i-toe

tests have not been completely reduced. A cursory

inspection shows that the total losses are very

close to the hysteresis losses. Most of the data

were taken for currents of 15 kA and below,

although there are some data near 20 kA. Fastest

time for discharge and recharge of the coil was

about 7 s.

K. MISCELLANEOUS

i. Stud/ of Oscillations in Coils. Resonant

oscillations within a coil can be excited by

externally applied transient voltages. These

internal voltage oscillations may attain such high

values under certain conditions that breakdown

jj\
MMH

Fig. 24. Circuit used for the fast discharge
tests.
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across part of the coil may be possible. An

analytical study was performed to determine the

severity of oscillations in a large energy storage

coil. An experimental approach was also pursued

on two 300 kJ superconducting coils at room tern*

perature. One is a single layer coil, and the

other is a four layer coil.

The resonant and antiresonant frequencies

were determined with an rf vector impedance meter

and a signal generator. For tests with the signal

generator, a 10 a carbon resistor at the ground

end of the coil was used to measure the current.

The voltage and the current were observed on a

dual beam cathode re/ oscilloscope. A capacitive

probe was used to measure the voltage distribution

along the single layer coil.

Both coils exhibited internal oscillations.

Table X compares the calculated values with those

measured for the single layer coil. Calculations

were made by neglecting the conductor resistance.

For more accurate calculated values, the transient

resistance of the conductor should be considered.

The first harmonic for the single layer coil was

measured at 0.577 MHz, and its peak amplitude was

11.76 times the input signal. The method of

calculating the oscillations will be extended to

the 20 HJ TPFS and 30 MJ SMES coils.

2. Radiation Effects on Dielectric Materials at

Cryogenic Temperatures. Long term effects of

radiation on dielectric materials at cryogenic

temperatures are of concern to designers of super-

conducting coils for fusion applications. This is

of particular concern for the poloidal field coil

set under pulsed operating conditions and for the

TABLE X

300 kJ SINGLE LAYER COIL: RESONANT FREQUENCIES

Measured C a l c u l a t e d Dev ia t ion from

MHz MHz Measured Va lues , %

0.577 0.530 - 8.15

0.970 1.134 +16.90

1.292 1.725 +33.50

t o r o i d a l f i e l d c o i l s during emergency d i scha rge

when high vo l t ages a r e developed. A l i t e r a t u r e

search showed t h a t da ta on e l e c t r i c a l p r o p e r t i e s

of i r r a d i a t e d d i e l e c t r i c m a t e r i a l s in a r a d i a t i o n

f i e l d in a cryogenic environment must be non-

e x i s t e n t . Although some data are a v a i l a b l e at

ambient t empera tu re , e x t r a p o l a t i o n to cryogenic

tempera tures i s not p o s s i b l e .

3. Capac i t ive Voltage Div ide r . The o i l inrrx rsi-d

r e s i s t i v e vo l tage d i v i d e r s of the 900 k.i •••-.:

f a c i l i t y were found to d i s t o r c the rer .•••••

vo l t age ac ross the opening b r e a k e r s . The r.-t ,-r.-,

60 kV, 2 000:1 v o l t a g e d i v i d e r was bu i i t w:t

high vo l t age arm c o n s i s t i n g ot three 3U kV. ""-I ;. i

c a p a c i t o r s and two noninduc t ive IU k;. r v s i ^ i ' t - ,

a l l connected in s e r i e s . The low voiLa^e <a r:: ; . >

network c o n s i s t i n g of t h ree w'anable r e b t b t T s ,

one °.247 pF c a p a c i t o r and A . ' a r iable capac: Li r .

The s t ep funct ion r i s e Lime and rne . . i!<i^-

a i v i d e r r a t i o can be adjusted by the ,-ariabU

r e s i s t o r s and the v a r i a b l e c a p a c i t o r . ihe r i s e

t ime i s l e s s than 15 n s .

A. Power and Cooling Water A v a i l a b i l i t y at LA.

The CTR Divis ion Off ice requested tha t fTK-9

determine the amount of e l e c t r i c a l power dna

coo l i ng water a v a i l a b l e at the l abora to ry to nll.-w

the d i v i s i o n o f f i ce to cons ider a proposal for

l o c a t i o n of the Fusion Engineering Device (FLD) at

LA. There a re modest l i m i t a t i o n s on e l e c t r i c a l

power and severe l i m i t a t i o n s on cool ing wate r . In

a d d i t i o n , the maximum weight objec t ever si ipped

t o LA i s 125,000 l b s , and the maximum a l lowable as

l i m i t e d by roads and b r idges i s 200,000 l b s .

5. Applied Superconduc t iv i ty Conference,

September 29-October 2. 1980, Santa Fe. NM.

a. Conference Committee Members.

P. Thul len , Secre ta ry
R. I . Schermer
J . J . Wollan

b . Papers P r e s e n t e d .
John D. Rogers, "Magnetic Energy
S t o r a g e , " i n v i t e d paper .
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M. S. Walker, J. '.. Declercq, B. A.
Z e l t l i n , J. D. Scudi-r •, and M. J. Ross,
In t ermagne t i c s Uo-.-Ttil Corporation;
M. A. Janock. , S. K. Singh, E. Ibrahim,
and P. U. Eckels, Westinghouse Electric
C o r p o r a t i o n ; and J . D. Rogers and
J . J . Wollan, LASL, "Superconduc tor

De-sign and Loss Ana lys i s for a 20 MJ
Induct ion Heat ing C o i l . "

P. Thu l l en , D. Weldon, and J. Wollan, "A
High-Fie ld B ipo l a r Loss Measurement
Ap p a r a t u s . "

S. K. Singh, E. A. Ibrahim, P. C.
Gaberson, P. W. Eckels and A. J.

J a r a b a k , West inghouse; J. D. Rogers and
P. Thu l l en , I.ASL; and M. S. Walker,
In t ermagne t i c s General C o r p o r a t i o n ,
"Design of a Superconduct ing 20 MJ
Indue t ion Heat ing C o i l . "

J . .1. Wollan, LASL; M. S. Walker, B. A.
; > l t i l n , U. A. P o l l a c k , IGC; S. S. Shen,
'IRN'L, " h v a l u a t i o n of a Cryos tab le
Low-L'-ss r,onductor for Pulsed F i e ld
App 1 i cat i <ms •"

W. M. Parsons, "Vacuum Switchgear for Fusion
Experiments," 9th Int. Symp. on Discharges
and Elec. Insulation in Vacuum, September
16-19, 1980, The Netherlands; Los Alamos
Scient i f ic Laboratory report, LA-UR-SO-2072.

W. M. Parsons, LASL and R. J. Wood, ORNL,
"Protection Circuits for Superconducting
Magnet?," 4th ANS Topical Mtg. on Tech. of
Controlled Nuclear Fusion, King of Prussia,
PA, Oct. 14-17, 1980; Los Alamos Sc ient i f i c
Laboratory report LA-UR-80-2884.

H. F. Vogel, "Design of a 28 MW Pulse
Faci l i ty for Testing Superconducting Coils to
Several Hundred Megajoule-. Capacity," 4th ANS
Topical Mtg. on Tech. of Controlled Nuclear
Fusion, King of Prussia, Oct. 14-17, 1980;
Los AJ arao.s Sc ient i f i c Laboratory report
l.A-UR-80-2903.

.1. C. Murr.Hv, G. Bronner, H. Vuge],

"F.Ii2( r romagne t i r s in S t r u c t u r e s of T n t o r , "

IVOR'F.NG/SO-n, f 1980) .

I>i s_Sj- r t_a_t_ioj2 • H. F. V'ogel, "Theory of Arc
Pi;., hargi- In Air B las t B r e a k e r s , " d i s s e r t a -
t i o n fur the E l e c t r i c a l Eng ineer ing
•Vfia rtmenr of the U n i v e r s i t y cif Texas a t
Ausr in ; Los Alamos S c i e n t i f i c Labora tory
repor t LA-8488-1, August 1980.

_"t ht-_r__Pajiej"_s. P- Chowdhuri, "Behavior of
Thyristors under Transient Voltages," IEEE
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